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Item no. 4-970-B

Designation Bit set 47 pcs with Torque adapter 0.3 + 0.4 Nm
 Preset torque, tolerance +/-10% (+/-6% on request)

Specifi cation precise and accurate for minimum 20,000 clicks

Tightening torque 0.3-0.4 Nm / 3.1-4.1 Kgfcm / 2.7-3.5 in-lb

Connection Hex
 shank + drive 4.0 mm 5/32 inch

magnet bit holder

Material alloyed steel
 polished with orange color ring

Product packaging Plastic case dimensions 175 x 160 x 45 mm

Dimensions and weight
A = 22 mm
B = 10 mm
total length 32 mm
body Ø = 8.0 mm
weight 410 g
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Application and technology
An audible and perceptible clicking sound indicates when the torque is reached, so that the adapter cannot be overtightened. When 
loosening screws, there is no torque unlocking (due to the blocked core shaft), so no additional loosening tool is required. Adapters 
are primarily suitable for manual operation. In conjunction with power tools, we recommend a max. speed of 100 rpm, with minimum 
click repetition.

The torque value is preset and can be clamped between any standard holding tool and a 4 mm bit. This turns any bit holder into a tor-
que screwdriver, for example for working on watches, circuit boards, drones, consumer electronics, smart phones, tablets, PCs or other 
communication devices. Also as a complete solution for work in quick-change systems, robot stations, aerospace, medical technology 
or simply at any workbench, wherever the exact torque is needed.

Parts list
Bit set with torque adapter consists of:
4-973 torque adapter 0.3Nm for 4mm bits
4-974 torque adapter 0.4Nm for 4mm bits
6-340-3 C4 Bit set 42 pcs, consists of:
Slot 1.0-1.5-2.0-2.5-3.0
Cross-recess PH000-PH00-PH0-PH1
Torx T3-T4-T5-T6-T7-T8-T9-T10-T15
Hex 0.9-1.3-1.5-2.0-2.5-3.0
Wrench 2.5-3.0-3.5-4.0-4.5-5.0
Triangle 1.6-2.0-2.2-2.3, Square S0-S1
Pentalobe P2-P5-P6, SIM-Eject, Tri-Point 0-1
6-340-2 bit extension for 4mm (5/32 inch) hex bits
6-340-1 ESD bit holder dissipative for 4mm (5/32 inch) hex bits

4-564 bit Adapter 1/4 to 4mm bits, length 42,5mm
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